
Professionals in photovoltaic structures





In ESAsolar, we work to improve ourselves in terms of
quality and service. We use the best raw materials, which
are prepared and processed under strict quality controls,
achieving optimum results that they translate into the
satisfaction of our customers year after year.

ESAsolar is an established company in the field of
photovoltaics and in continuous evolution, however we
take advantage of the multiple possibilities which are
offered us by new technologies to continuously improve
our products and services.

We make an effort to give a new dimension to all of our
structures, without forgetting the commitment that we
have with our clients always offering the best
termination and the confidence of quality products.
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The enterprise

ESAsolar focuses her activity on the design, engineering
and installation of photovoltaic projects.

Our headquarters are located in La Roda de Andalucía 
(Sevilla) and our scope is worldwide. 

The service includes all the development, processing,
assembly, commissioning, operation and maintenance of
photovoltaic system. Our engineering department is
responsible for all planning, processing and construction
of technical projects. We have a specialized financial and
commercial equipment in the process of procurement,
contracting and marketing.

We dedicate to the development of photovoltaic
systems both on land and rooftops of industrial
buildings, pavilions and public buildings.

Innovation, research and continuous improvement are
some of our fundamental premises.

We are committed to the environment and society. Our
daily goal is to make a sustainable and secure world, and
less polluted environment, so we demonstrate with
sustainable and profitable facilities.
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New generation of ESAsolar HC-44
Mounting Systems

The HC-44 ESAsolar systems are characterized by their
quick mounting, long life and high profitability.

Each and every one of the components have been
designed and simulated using finite element
programs.

In each project, it is carried out a report of the
mechanical field and it is designed the most optimal
solution for each location, always reducing costs,
increasing profitability, and amortizing the investment
in the shortest time as possible.

Their advantages :

- Fast and flexible mounting
- Adaptability to any type of module and field
- Elimination of founding thanks to the pile driving

process
- The optimization of profiles and hardware allows

you to reduce costs and mounting times
- Adjustable tilt angles 10-40º
- High lightness, non-corrosion and resistance due

to the use of materials such as aluminum and
galvanized steel.
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Research, Development and Innovation
(R&D&i)

The design and dimensioning of the ESAsolar HC-44
structure has been performed using precise
calculations by the R&D&i department, according to
current regulations. Each piece has been tested by the
technical department passing strict testing of
mechanical strength.

The use of aluminum in the manufacture of the
components which make up the ESAsolar HC-44
structure, they confer a high resistance and lightness
to the mounting system.

The components have been made to persist the
inclement weather. For this reason, in the production
is used corrosion-resistant material that they will
provide a long service life, such as the galvanized steel
and the aluminum which have a natural oxide
cladding, giving them a corrosion resistance,
Furthermore, it is contributed to the preservation of
the environment, thanks to a process whereby
aluminum waste can be converted into other useful
primary products.
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Implementation of the Project
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Process from the beginning to completion of mount

3 days

•Budget request

•Previous Visit

•Delivery of official budget

3-4 weeks

•Acceptance of budget

•Redesign of photovoltaic table

•Delivery mounting calendar

3-4 weeks

•Reception of equipment

To agree

•ESAsolar HC-44 mounting structure

•Completing the installation

ESAsolar recommends to perform a previous visit in situ to inspect on each of the details of
the roof, so be able to advise the customer in the most optimal mounting type and effective
cost.
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ESAsolar HC-44 mounting system

Hydraulic driving process

The mount of omega profiles of ESAsolar HC-44
galvanized steel allows a quick and accurate
installation of the structure on the ground.

Pile driving is done by hydraulic machines which get
280 posters in a day. The machines will be equipped
with drill hole in rocky fields, and afterwards it will be
realised the pile driving.

This hydraulic driving process is repesctful with the
environment owing to the cement is not used in the
process and as a result the photovoltaic park can be
removed in the future.

Advantages:

- A quick and precise mounting system
- Inexpensive
- High static resistance
- Protection against corrosion
- Environmentally friendly
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ESAsolar HC-44 Mounting Systems

Products y characteristics

We produce structures and metal supports to Solar
photovoltaic installations regardless of the module to
consider : Monocrystalline, polycrystalline, thin layer…
All our products are dimensioned according to current
regulations, for both hypothesis of wind, snow and
earthquake.

Material
All structure is made in High-strength aluminum and
posters of S275 galvanized steel. It is taken as the
standard reference CTE DB–SE–A(SPAIN) and
EUROCODIGO 3, 4 and 9(UE–INTERNACIONAL),
according to the petition and standards.
Descripción de la structure y Support floor
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ESAsolar HC-44 Mounting Systems

ESAsolar HC-44 Components

All the components which make up the ESAsolar HC-44 structure
met the most stringent quality requirements and they are
subjected to continuing tests and improvements, to optimize their
performance.
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ESAsolar HC-44 Mounting Systems

Effective and efficient mounting

ESAsolar has a qualified staff with great experience in
the photovoltaic sector, at both national and
international level.
The mounting structure and installation of
photovoltaic modules is carried out by qualified staff,
always under the supervision of the department of
engineering.

Once mounted the structure will be checked
meticulously by the department of quality.
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ESAsolar HC-44 Mounting Systems
Characteristics of the area

The ESAsolar HC-44 structure adapts the orography of
the land, it is made more agile, fast and accurate
mounting, saving costs, without that effectiveness is
reducing.

It can be installed in areas with different slopes due to
versatility and different configurations of the structure
according to the type of land.

ESAsolar provides mounting solutions in any type of
areas for the adaptability of our photovoltaic
structure.
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Current regulations

The ESAsolar HC-44 structure is designed according
the latest standards, depending on the location of the
open areas.

According to the requirements of the regulations of
each country we will apply the relevant wind and
snow loads, as well as simulations of earthquake, in
the case may be.
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info@esasolar.es
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Telf. +34 954 016 832 
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MADRID
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28007, Madrid 
Telf. +34 910 376 880  
Fax.  +34 911 270 013
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